INTRODUCTION

Into its ninth run in 2021, FASStrack Asia: the Summer School is an exciting, full-scale summer school featuring an intensive online five-week summer programme from 21 June 2021 to 23 July 2021 by the Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences (FASS) at the National University of Singapore (NUS).

Open to NUS students and university undergraduates across the globe, FASStrack Asia promises a rewarding online experience, aimed at providing students a taste of Asia’s diverse cultures while driving current interest in the region.

Explore various academic topics in different fields such as Southeast Asian Studies, Geography, Sociology, Communications & New Media, etc!
FASS: FACULTY OF ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

As one of the largest and oldest faculties in NUS, FASS has earned a strong reputation in education and research excellence with a comprehensive offering of humanities, social sciences and Asian studies in the international academic arena.

Riding on the Faculty’s strengths and achievements in the field, FASStrack Asia was developed with the rigorous academic standards of NUS and places a keen emphasis on Asian-related topics and issues through the selection of different modules offered by FASS’ departments.

MODULES

Communications & New Media
NM3222 Interactive Storytelling

English Language & Literature
GEH1072 Culture in Action

Geography
GE2230 Energy Futures: Environment and Sustainability

History
GES1037 A History of Singapore in Ten Objects

Political Science
PS3238 International Political Economy

Sociology
SC2215 Sociology of Food

Southeast Asian Studies
SE2218 Changing Economic Landscape of Southeast Asia

AND MANY MORE!

INTERESTED TO FIND OUT MORE?

Stay tuned on our website for the latest updates on FASStrack 2021!